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...Together we will create
a more beautiful tomorrow
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The best ideas of the Polish cities

Summer full of possibilities is just around 
the corner. In summer, most of the pret-
tiest decorative plants bloom and this mo-
ment simply has to be taken advantage of.

Due to the variety of solutions availa-
ble, the summer flowering of a city can be 
created in hundreds of ways: by bringing 
plants to city centres, squares, promena-
des, and even to street lamps and building 
facades. The most popular flower species 
are: surfinia, pelargonium, begonia, ipo-
meas and their various combinations - 
the range of possible ways is unlimited...

It’s good to find a few places where you can

put flowers. It is worth combining several 
elements (e.g. standing and hanging Flower 
Towers, flower containers on railings, XXL 
pots) to intensify the effect. They should cre-
ate a harmonious system where all elements 
fit together. Contrary to appearances, there 
are many options for planting city centres.

SUMMER
PLANTINGS IN 
POLISH CITIES

Hanging Flower Tower W600/3more info www. terraformdesign.eu more info www.terra-flower-tower.com

click here

Beautiful city
all year round
Inspiration Handbook
By Terra Group

Get inspired...

4 Gianto Classic 95 and 120 pots

READ ON
ARCHIEXPO

https://terraformdesign.eu/products/gianto
https://terra-flower-tower.com/en/product/w600-3
https://library.terra-uk.eu/?materials=inspiration-handbook-by-terra-group
https://trends.archiexpo.com/list/terra-group-148105.html


The composition from Bielsko-Biała 
shows that there are many possibi-
lities of composing natural decorations.

Bielsko-Biała is a city where the most be-
autiful fairy tales were created. The frag-
mentary journey is accompanied by floral 
decorations, which`ve appeared, among 
others, on the railings of the bridge over 
the Biała River and at the monument ... 
of the famous Polish cartoon dog Reksio!

6 7Flower Towers H2400 more info www.terra-flower-tower.com

View our video „Case study Bielsko Biała”

https://terra-flower-tower.com/en/product/h-2400
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jlyfKrbQu-M
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Where else is it worth placing the 
Flower Towers and urban pots?
For example, in a place where 
one does not want cars to enter.
Instead of unfriendly bar-
riers and traffic cones, the Flo-
wer Towers and fabulously co-
lorful XXL pots will do well. 

Similarly, natural dividers can 
be used while creating café-gar-
den spaces that are often set up 
in city squares. Planted elements
referring to the place style 
will be appreciated there.

read more:
www.archiexpo.com/terra-group

Flower Towers H1200

Hanging Flower Tower W600/2 Hanging Flower Tower W600/3more info www.terra-flower-tower.commore info www.terra-flower-tower.com

more info www.terra-flower-tower.com

CULTURE TUB - the cultivation insert for hanging Flower Towers

10 years warranty CULTURE TUB

10 
years 

WARRANTY

The Culture Tub insert is a lightweight, mobile plant container, suited to 
flower boxes, Sifu bowls and flower containers Jiflor by Atech. They also 
perfectly match the hanging single-level Flower Towers W600 / 1 and 
W800/1.

Thanks to the Culture Tub insert changing the decoration requires only 
placing a previously planted container in the Flower Tower. It’s a way for 
a beautiful decoration and without any mess that usually accompanies se-
asonal changes of plantings.

Download the material about Culture Tubs click here

https://trends.archiexpo.com/list/terra-group-148105.html
https://terra-flower-tower.com/en/product/w600-2
https://wiezekwiatowe.pl/pl/produkt/w-600-3
https://terra-flower-tower.com/en/product/w600-3
https://terra-flower-tower.com/en/product/w600-2
https://terra-flower-tower.com/en/product/h-1200
https://library.terra-uk.eu/?materials=culture-tub-cultivation-insert


10 11Hanging Flower Tower W600/2 , Plane Ring pot and Flower Tower H1200

The Flower Towers H750

Hanging Flower Tower W800/1more info www.terra-flower-tower.com

https://terra-flower-tower.com/en/
https://terra-flower-tower.com/en/product/h750
https://terra-flower-tower.com/en/product/w800-1
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Flower Towers H1200 1/2

more info www.terra-flower-tower.com

more info www.terra-flower-tower.com

The trend of returning to nature means that lately 
more and more green squares have been appe-
aring and in places where it’s been impossible to 
find space for them, flower beds and large flower 
planters have come out. These solutions in are-
as where there is no possibility to change their 
surface are the only remedy for a lack of nature. 

„RETURN TO NATURE! URBAN 
FURNITURE BY TERRA GROUP 
MAKES CITIES GREEN”

Minimalist, neat estates allure with their unique 
architecture…however, that’s not all. A modern ci-
tizen of a big city seeks comfort and good public 
transportation, nevertheless, he does not want to 
lose touch with nature. While designing modern 
estates, it is worth diversifying them with green 
squares, miniature parks or colorful playgrounds. 

„DOMASTICATED GREENERY 
– PLANTING ESTATES IS NOT 
DIFFICULT”

Read more
www.archiexpo.com/terra-group

Think pink! The Flower Towers planted with 
pink flowers look beautiful! This is the result 
of several components: first of all - tools. Parti-
cularly it means that the Flower Towers have 
an open-cross section. Every ring of the con-
struction is put on one after the other, so that 
the inner space can be open for roots and water.

„LOOK AT THE CITY THROUGH 
ROSE-COLORED GLASSES”

Ask your sales advisor
about the details

New!

A gasket that does not slip
– no servicing for years

Edge protection
– pedestrian safety,
no damage to plants

Glueless rubber seal!

+48 68 455 62 69

info@terra-uk.eu

ALREADY
NOW

CHANGE THE 

GASKET 

Are you looking for some other information on urban greenery,
plants and architecture? Take a look at our site:

www.archiexpo.com/terra-group

https://terra-flower-tower.com/en/product/h-2400
https://terra-flower-tower.com/en/product/h-1200-half
https://trends.archiexpo.com/terra-group/project-148105-271009.html
https://trends.archiexpo.com/terra-group/project-148105-267351.html
https://www.archiexpo.com/prod/terra-group-148105.html
https://trends.archiexpo.com/terra-group/project-148105-266619.html
https://terra-flower-tower.com/en/contact
https://www.archiexpo.com/prod/terra-group-148105.html
https://www.archiexpo.com/soc/terra-group-148105.html
https://www.archiexpo.com/soc/terra-group-148105.html


Choose a perfect model for your city

MADE-TO-MEASURE
HANGING FLOWER TOWERS!

14 15Hanging Flower Tower W800/1 more info www.terra-flower-tower.com Hanging Flower Tower W600/3more info www.terra-flower-tower.com

Public spaces have a lot in common – they are me-
eting places, which build a sense of belonging to 
the community. Also, they are a place of rest, show-
case of the area and a vibrant spot for citizens.

They differ in… architecture and a range of the 
city budget. However, nothing stands in the way 
to plant smaller and bigger towns in the same nice 
way, regardless of the buildings types. A flexible ap-
proach to the hanging Flower Towers design gave, 
every kind of an area, perfect made-to-measure 
solutions, regardless of its needs and possibilities!

Hanging Flower Tower W600/1 - Budget option, 
premium effect. Get an interesting effect of the 
hanging flower bowl over the heads of passers-by.

Hanging Flower Tower W600/2 - Smaller expen-
ses, bigger decorations. Build an impressive flower 
decoration with a smaller number of seedlings.

Hanging Flower Tower W600/3 - A prestigious 
effect for a prestigious space. Create a blooming 
bowl for street lamps.

Hanging Flower Tower W800/1 - Lots of flowers, 
less investment. Even more flowers on the street 
lamps. This is our latest proposal, which gives an 
opportunity to plant street lamps with even gre-
ater number of seedlings than usual (at a single 
level of the container). It is a chance, with limited 
financial outlay, to get a unique effect of a large 
flower bowl over the heads of passers-by.

read more: www.archiexpo.com/terra-group

NEW!
Hanging

Flower Tower 

W800/1

W600/1

W600/3W800/1

W600/2

Hanging Flower Tower W600/2Hanging Flower Tower W600/1

READ ON
ARCHIEXPO

https://terra-flower-tower.com/en/product/w800-1
https://terra-flower-tower.com/en/product/w800-1
https://terra-flower-tower.com/en/product/w600-3
https://terra-flower-tower.com/en/product/w600-3
https://trends.archiexpo.com/terra-group/project-148105-272182.html
https://terra-flower-tower.com/en/product/w600-2
https://terra-flower-tower.com/en/product/w600-1
https://trends.archiexpo.com/terra-group/project-148105-272182.html
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City bench unlike any other

Also, more classical models with standard 
seats ( with or without backrest ) will make 
bus stops and squares more eye-catching.

MODERN BENCH
WITH A FLOWER POT
- FOR PUBLIC SPACES

Round Zebra Bench 120

click here

Get inspired...

Modular
Urban Benches

What does matter is functionality and set-
ting of elements. Currently, the most popu-
lar trend aims at less cars and replacement 
of some streets and car parks with social 
gardens and squares. The striped zebra 
bench is made of steel covered with powder 
coating and in opposition to a wild zebra, it 
can go in any color – we are done with gray-
ness! Together with such colorful solutions, 
our cities present themselves in a comple-
tely new light, and also as a friendly place to 
live. Actually, the stripes became an inspi-
ration while creating one of the most color-
ful benches. In this round model, the color 
lines create a hoop, which surrounds the pot 
with a large plant set inside of it. The bench 
is an attracting element for children, too. 

16

Round Zebra Bench 120 and bench Zebra with backrest

read more:
www.archiexpo.com/terra-group

Round Zebra Bench 120 and bench Zebra with backrest

READ ON
ARCHIEXPO

https://library.terra-uk.eu/?materials=modular-urban-benches
https://trends.archiexpo.com/terra-group/project-148105-271894.html
https://trends.archiexpo.com/terra-group/project-148105-271894.html
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Nowadays, more and more often, we are moving away from meticulous maintenan-
ce of city greenery to leave it in a more natural state. New meadows and squares 
with scattered large urban pots are created, but rather in an untraditional way.

A CITY SQUARE DIFFERENT
THAN ANY OTHER!

It`s time for changes! How about replacing careful-
ly maintained squares with free, unfettered com-
positions? In this way, you can let nature `return 
to its roots` and thus make our common space a bit
more joyful. Oschatz is a small town located in eastern 
Germany, which has focused on such a naturalistic ap-
proach to urban greenery. Contrary to the most popular 
trend of taming the f lowerbeds subdue, something com-
pletely new and ... worth imitating has appeared there.

Tagetes, Geranium, Echinacea and Grape Tritium - 
these are only a small part of plants that were used 
to create a wild f lower meadow in ... the city cen-
ter. Plants are fabulously colorful and do not require
complex care. The key to their selection was sim-
plicity, the aforementioned plant specimens bloom
wild in the meadows, bringing back the most beautiful 
memories.

It also supports the natural environment and the urban 
population of pollinators. To emphasize the rustic effect 
even more, the plants were planted around half-digged 
pots and one in a traditional `pose .̀ Colorful large pots are 
arranged to create the impression of „spilling out” plants.

Multicolored, rural flowers and equally colorful, large 
pots made it possible to create a diverse, but not chaotic 
composition. Plants create various clumps in different 
colors and sizes, so the apparent disorder is under con-
stant control.
The overturned container is an interesting architec-
tural trick that makes you take a look a bit differently
at the classic elements for decorating cities. Thanks to 
the fact that the large pots are made of polyethylene, this 
unusual way of exposure won’t damage them in any way.

reade more: www.archiexpo.com/terra-group
XXL pots in a unique version?

more info www. terra-flower-tower.com Flower Towers H1200 and H70018 Gianto Classic 95 pot

READ ON
ARCHIEXPO

https://terraformdesign.eu/products/gianto
https://trends.archiexpo.com/terra-group/project-148105-259525.html
https://trends.archiexpo.com/terra-group/project-148105-259525.html
https://terra-flower-tower.com/en/products
https://trends.archiexpo.com/terra-group/project-148105-259525.html


What does contemporary public space need? Does the 
presence of cobbled squares exclude natural accents? 
How to combine several functions in one solution? The 
authorities of many European cities deal with simi-
lar doubts, regardless of their geographical location.

In terms of the desire to commune with nature, we are not 
significantly different from the inhabitants of the furthest 
corners in Europe. Although in recent times many revitali-
zations have resulted in paving the surface in the hearts of 
cities, they do not have to be deprived of either comfortable 
infrastructure or ... plantings - also that in the XXL version.

WHAT DOES
PUBLIC SPACE 
NEED?

read more:
www.archiexpo.com/terra-group Gianto Tablo pots     more info www.terraformdesign.eu

20 21Plane Ring Lux pot more info www.terraformdesign.eu more info www.terraformdesign.eu  Gianto Sito pots

Large design flower pots.

READ ON
ARCHIEXPO

https://trends.archiexpo.com/terra-group/project-148105-272046.html
https://terraform.pl/produkty/gianto-tablo
https://terraformdesign.eu/products/gianto-tablo
https://terraformdesign.eu/products/plane-ring-lux
https://terraformdesign.eu/products/gianto-sito
https://trends.archiexpo.com/terra-group/project-148105-272046.html


22 23Gianto  120 pots more info www.terraformdesign.eu

more info www.terraformdesign.euBiga pots

Gianto Tablo potsmore info www.terraformdesign.eu

https://terraformdesign.eu/products/gianto
https://terraformdesign.eu/products/biga
https://terraformdesign.eu/products/gianto-tablo
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Are you looking for some unique opportunity for your space?
You’ve come to the right place! 
The latest range of special offers by Terra Group is a chance for even more beautiful 
decoration without burdening the budget.

Promotions are available at www.terra-uk.eu
Ask our customer service for details.

TERRA GROUP
BRAND PROMOTIONS

+48 68 455 62 69 info@terra-uk.eu

AN INTERESTING FACT FROM THE WORLD 

Classic and timeless elegance - these words describe the shade of  Blue, which 
was hailed as the color of 2020 by the Pantone brand.

In Terra Group, trying to follow trends, we are always happy to support 
cities that follow the innovations. Therefore, the most fashionable shade 
of this season must have appeared in our color palette - it is Terra no 208.
Maybe your neighborhood would also join the group of the trendiest ones?

THE COLOR OF 2020 
– IT SUITS US.

25

Terra No 208Terra No 208

https://terra-uk.eu/themes/demo/assets/pdf/TerraCity_-15_ENG.pdf
https://terra-uk.eu/themes/demo/assets/pdf/Classic%204+1_ENG.pdf
https://terra-uk.eu/themes/demo/assets/pdf/5plus1_kaskadky_wiosennapromocja_eng.pdf
https://terra-uk.eu/themes/demo/assets/pdf/TerraForm_502_rabatu_2020_ENG.pdf
https://terra-uk.eu/promotions
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